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1. Introduction

Does rural fuel wood use, and more generally rural
biomass use, cause forest degradation'! This question has
been debated iri scientific and policy _circles for at least
two decades now2. Three generic problems have piagued
this debate: confusion about what constitutes degradation
or sllslainahle lise, inadequale discussion of the criteria
for assessing its presence, and insufficient empirical data
for use with these criteria. In this paper, I present a frame-
work for defining degradation and sustainable use of for-
ests that might help clarify some of the confusion. An
overview of common sustainability criteria- then follows.
I discuss at some length the criterion most often used in
assessing the impact of fuel wood extraction on forests,
i.e., the comparison of production and harvest. I then pre-

sent results from the application of this criterion in a ease
study of forest use in southwestern India, and highlight
some methodological and practical issues.

2. Defining forest degradation and sustainable
biomass use

Sustainable resource use is generally understood as main-
tenance of an undiminished flow of benefits from the re-

source to its users over time, But forests provide different
benefits to different users, and these benefits are generally
not simultaneously maximized. A typical list of the bene-
fits provided by forests and their differential distribution
across local, regional, and global communities is given in
Table I. Note how changes in the type of vegetation on
forest lands create tradeoffs between products and be-
tween beneficiaries. -

Consequently what one" user or beneficiary community
calls a "good" or '''sustainably used" forest may be seen
by another as a "degraded" or "unsuslainabiy used" fOf-
est simply because the two beneficiaries differ in their
choices of lI'I1at (hmefit or mix (!( hel/(:fits) is to be SIlS-
tained. In other words, "degradation" and "sustainabil-
ity" are social constructs, involving many subjective
choices3 that necessarily value some products over others
and therefore privilege certain beneficiaries over others.

A refusal. to recognise this fact is responsible for much
confusion in the debate on forest degradation. For in-
stance, in the heavily forested but long-settled district of
Uttara Kannada in Karnataka state of southwestern India,

Table 1. Magnitudeof benefitsprovidedby different vegetationtypes (a)

Magnitudeof benefits:(d)+++ = high; ++ = medium;t = low; 0 = none;- =negative;7 = uncertain
Noles:

(a) This table highlights the differentialdistributionof forestbenefitsacrosssociety,andthe tradeoffsresultingfrom changesin the type of vegetationon the forest land.
Thus, e.g., timber productionwould be maximizedundera plantationthat may hardlyyieldany biodiversitybenefits,whereasfuelwoodand grassproductionis likely
to be maximizedin free savannahsthat providelimitedcarbonstorageor timber.,Thelist of benefitsis only typical, not exhaustive.It bestcorrespondsto Ihesituation
in the casestudy region of UttaraKannadadistricf in southwesternIndia.

(b) Non-vegetativeusesof the land, such as for damprojects,buildings,or roads,aresimilarlydivergentin their distribution of benefits.
(c) Thecategories"local", "regional", and"global" referbroadlyto the locationof the beneficiariesof a particularproductor serviceprovidedby theforest.Thesedifferences

result from a combinationof the natureof the ecologicalprocess(e.g.,water flow that links upstreamforests wilh downstreamfarmers)and the sociat institutions
distributing rights acrosscommunities(e.g.. currentforestrights in Indiathat enablemostof the timber benefitsto flow to urban timber consumersrather than rural
ones).The fluidity of thesecategoriesis indicatedby distinguishingthem using differentpatternsratherthanfull separationlines.

(d)Thomllonitudr.sIIro only indicalivo;significantunr.ertaintir.sexisl, liS indicatedby the "7".
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Product, service or other benefit

"Rculortai,r< "Local" Ie)
,c',," ..'J "Global"

Vegetalion type (d) Timber Fuelwood Leaf Fodder "Minor" Hydrological Soil Uiodiversity Sequestered
mutch & (mostly produce hcncfits conser\'ation

manure !!rass) carhon

Dense "natural" forest 0 ++ ++ 0 +++ ++7 +++ +++ +++

'::.PI'.':d oresl -++ +++ +++ ' + ++ ++7 +++ ++'! ++.. ".. --. --,------ -------' h -- ---- -----". 'oO---.ou ,--- "u_-_o-----

Open lopped forest + -++ ++ +++ +'! -++ -++ ++ +

"Pure" I?rassland 0 0 0 +++ 0 +++ +++'! + +

Monoculture plantation +++ + + + 0 ++ + 0 ++

Paddy cultivation 0 0 0 ++ 0 ++'! ++'! '! 0

Barren land 0 0 0 0 0 -- - 0 0,---- -- -------'---- --- _._-----____--:m__----__-'--
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villagers harveSt large quantities of fuelwood, timber, fod-
der, manure, mulch, and minor products to'support t~eir
domestic, agricultural and livestock systems., In the proc-
ess, they have "disturbed" and indeed manipl.llated'the
vegetation significantly, resulting in. vegetation different
from that in "natural" forests. Over the past century, for-
esters, trained to think of only natural c~im,axforests or
dense timber stands as good forests, have criticized these
"open forests" as degraded and have predicted "ruin and
desolation" from slfch use [MacGregor, 1894; Reddy et
a!., 1986]. The disturbed forests, however, continue to
produce useful biomass-even today, albeit with some
changes." , -

A recognition of the multiplicity or'definitions, and of
the values and beneficiaries that these definitions corre-

spond to, will force researchers and policy-makers to de-
,fine the "problem" with greater care, preferably

incorporating the perspectives of the resource users them-
selves. In this context, it would be useful to adopt a ter-
minologic~1 convention that differentiates between
situations according to the likelihood that different user
groups would agree in their evaluation, as shown in Fig-
ure 1. The broad rubric of, resource degradation should
be decomposed into at least two categories. Unsustainable
u:s~shuuid refer to Lise tflat resuits in declInes in a par-
ticular benefit over time. which ceteris paribus would be
seen as undesirable by all users. Changes in the mix of
benefits provided by the forest resource should generally
be non-judgementally termed as landuse changes; the ex-
ception being when the change affects only a ~ingle user
or homogeneous user group who can unambiguously
evaluate the net result. Ideally, research should encompass
the plurality of interests, and provide the information re-
quired to understand the implications of a particular
change from these different perspectives.

Valu.e judgements are also involved in specifying
whethef'''benefits'' are to be measured in physical terms,
as naturaUphysical scientists tend to do, or in economic
ones, as resource economists urge~ The answer again
should depend primarily upon the perceptions of the users '

of the resource. In many situations. the biomass flows are
not perceived by the users to be continuously substitutable
with other materials or with cash that can purchase these
substitutes in the market; in such cases, physical units
would be more appropriate.

In general, the definition chosen, underlying value
judgements, and user groups it corresponds to should be
made explicit at the beginning of any discussion. Thus,
in the empirical research cited below, I chose to define
sustainability as maintaining the benefits from biomass
flows to the villagers using the forest, and measured these
benefits in physical units for the reasons outlinedabove.

. This definition coincides with that implicit in much of
the literature on rural biomass use.

3. Sustainability criteria and the particular case
of the production-harvest balance

Corresponding to any particular definition of sustainable
use, there are different methods for determining its pres-

.' Resource degradation
>..i
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productivity'
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Fig 1. Proposed convention for "degradation" and "unsustainable use"

Notes
(a) We assume here that the "individual" product or oenefit flows to a single user.

or challges in its productivity affect all users similarly,

(b) Such unambiguous aggregation of benefits and cos1s across multiple products is

generally possible only for a single individual. However. it is also possible for a

mUlUpllclty of userS if they all have similar rankings for the benefits. i.e.. have

essentially congruent utility functions.

(c) This change is hardest to "evaluate" as'degradative or beneficial, since any such

" evaluation requires making additional value judgements about how to weigh bene-
fits and disadvantages flowing to different users I user groups.

ence or absence in a given situation. In the case of defi-
nitions based on average physical productivion of biomass
used by villagers, the six methods listed in Table 2 seem
typical. The first two seek to predict future resource pro-
ductivity by measuring its tempOraryor spatial trends, the
third seeks to predict this trend on the basis of current
production and harvest, and the remaining three base their
prediction on specific biophysical factors controlling J~- .
ture production. viz., plant regeneration, .~9il.physical and J

chemical conditions. and specifically the soil nutrient bal-
ance. The advantages" and disadvantages of each approach
are mentioned briefly in the table4. ,

The method most commonly adopted. particularly in the
context of fuelwood use, is the production-harvest bal-
ance, i.e., the comparison of the rate of biomass produc-
tion with that of harvest for a given resource boundary.
Here, the implicit model is one of a homogeneous re-

, source stock (B). to which biomass is added at a stock-
dependent rate (P), and from which a homogeneous
harvest (H) is removed. Thus, if H exceeds P, then the
future stock, and hence future productivity, will decline.

The assumptions of homogeneity and stock-dependence
of growth, however, bear closer examination. For in-
stance, in the case of grass biomass, harvest reduces
above-ground biomass stock,tJut within-season growth is
only partly controlled by this stock, and growth in future
seasons is controlled largely by seed stocks or below-
ground root stocks. Similarly, in the case of leaf removal
from trees. future leaf production does not bear any sim-
ple relationship to the stock of leaves remaining after har-
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. Table2. Commoncriteria for sustainablebiomass use(l)

I. Productivity not decliningover
time (the basic definition)

Gather longitudinal productivity(b) data and examine
I

Sufficient time-series data are difficul< to obtain,

trend esp. for slow-growing biomass (i.e., trees). Must
control for temporal variations in rainfall. etc.

2.Productivity not less than what
it "should be"

Gather cross-secuonal productivity(b) data; compare
with some theoretical or empirical "benchmark"

Obviates .need for longitudinal data. But choosing
benchmark requires controlling for spatial variations
in soils, rainfall, temperature, etc. And lower

production may represent either a declining trend or
a stable less productive state.

3. Production-harvestbalance Compare annual production(b) and harvest within
certain boundary

In theory, obviates the necessi~ of both time-series
and cross-sectional data, and has predictive power.

In practice, many pitfalls and limitations: see text.

4. Vegetation age-structure ensures
I

Estimate regeneration; predict future gr~wth from
future growth model, or compare with benchmark(c)

Estimates medium-term sustainability. Currently, few
theoretical benchmarks available for disturbed, mul<i-

species, uneven-aged yegegation.

5. Soil condition e'nsures future

growth

Gather cross-sectional data on soil condition:

compare with benchmark

Estimates long-term sustainability; needs extensive

sampling & careful controls for inherent variability
due to geology, topography, rainfall, etc.

16. Soil nutrient balance
l

Compare nutrient inflQw (precipitation, weathering,
etc.) with outflow (runoff, extraction, etc.)

Estimates long-term sustainability; practical

estimation is very difficult, esp. of rates of nutrient

inflow thfough weathering.

Notes

(a) All criteria listed herecorrespondto the definition of sustainableuse as that which maintainsundiminishedphysicalproductivity of the useful biomass in the forest.
Otherdefinitionswill leadto othercriteria. E.g., if biodiversityis to be sustained,criteria may be basedon geneflow, habitatquality, or landscapefeatures.

(b) In measuringbiomassproductivity,which includeschangein standingbiomassand littertall and mortality, somepracticalconsiderationsare: how to capture HUertall
before its decay,how to estimatetree standingbiomasswhen destructivesampling is unacceptableand non-destructivemeasurementsare onerous,and how to protect
the plantsfrom harvestso as to measurefull productionand yet incorporatephysiol,ogicaleffectsof harveston growth.

(c) For uneven-agedsingle-speciestimber stands,an "inverse-Jshaped"agecurve has beenpositedto result in a steadyflow of harvestablebiomass(Meyer,1952;Davis
and Johnson,1987, pp.56-63);its validity for pruned,multispeciesstands is not known.Similarly,there are thumb-rules,specifyingthe fraction (typically half) of the

peakgrassbiomasst~ be left behindat the end of a growing"seasonto ensurenext-seasonproductivity,but their applicabilityis not known.

vest. Finally, if only dead leaves or dead wood are being
col~cted, the, harvest does not reduce the growing stock,
and hence has no direct effect on future production5. The
domain of applicability of the P-H balance therefore
seems to be restricted to the case of live wood extraction
from trees. Even within this restricted domain, proper ap-
plication of the criterion is not easy. Estimating total pro-
duction involves accounting for tree mortality, biomass
increment in survivor trees, recruitment, and litterfall.
Further, the effects of varying soil-climatic conditions, of
competition, and of harvesting regimes on these elements
of production have to be factored in. (See also Note (b)
in Table 2.)

Many attempts to characterize the impact of fuelwood
or biomass extraction on forests pay insufficient attention
to these limitations and requirements of the criterion. The
P-H balance is often applied to aggregate biomass, in-
cluding tree, shrub, and grass, or to only leafy biomass
[Bhat and Huffaker; 1991]. P is equated to the rate of net
increment [Reddy et a!., 1986; Ravindranath et a!., 1992],
leaving out woody litterfall and whole-tree fall, but fuel-
wood collections normally include deadwood. Relati~n-
ships between tree biomass and tree dimensions derived
at one location are used indiscriminately across vastly
varying conditions [Ravindranath et aI., 1992]. These ten-

dencies vitiate the reliability of the conclusions drawn
about the prevalence of unsustainable biomass use.

4. P-H balance for woody biomass extraction
from soppinabetta forests of Uttara Kannada
district

With the above discussion in mind, I applied the P-H bal-
ance criterion only to evaluate the sustainability of tree
woody biomass use in the rural hilly part of Uttara Kan-
nada district in Karnataka state (southwestern India). I
shall describe briefly the methods used and results ob-
tained from the point of view of their broader implica-
tions6. .

To be able to estimate the amount of annual harvest

from a partiCular forest patch and to conduct controlled
growth measurements, we had to exclude open-access ar-
eas. The study therefore focused on soppinabettas, forest
lands on which individual households exercise exclusive
usufruct rights7. Multi-year data from various forest plots
in this region monitored by the Centre for Ecological Sci-
ences were used to generate relationships of increment,
recruitment, and litterfall with tree girth, species, site, and
harvesting regime. These relationships were applied to the
ve£etation in individual betta plots, and in the ,village
betta area as a whole. Estimates of harvest were also cono
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Table3. Applicationof the P-Hbalancecriterionto the extractionof above-groundtreewoodybiomassin soppinabettalands(l)in the
. hilly region'of UttaraKannadadistrict

Table3(a). Plot-levelcomparisons

~~ .

(a) Exceptin Malenallivillage,wherethereare no soppinabetta lands, but where householdswere knownto extractfrom the open-accessMinor forest and state-controlled
Reserveforest within the village boundary.

(b) Totalwoody production= incrementin bole and branchwoodof survivor trees+ recruitmentof new individualsinto measurableclass+ regrowthof twigs after pruning
+ litterfall (exc!. whole tree mortality). Net live wood production = first three terms of previousequationminus whole tree mortality (becausethis biomass needsto
be madeup beforeany biomasscan be consideredharvestableif total tree biomassis to be maintainedconstant).

(c) Village-Ievalproductionwas estimatedby dividing the village betta lands into areaswith high, medium,and low tree densities,and then using production estimates
from plots that were closestto theselocation-densitycombinations.

(d) Plot-levelestimatesof harvestare basedon monitoring of live wood harvestedby householdsduring annualpruning,which contributesthe major portion of household
wood use, and estimationof other live wood extraction(including timber) by questioningand sampleweighings. Householdsmarkedwith. were in the processof
shifting to bio-gas,and hencehad somewhatlower harvests.NA = the householdsfor which monitoringof harvestcould not be completed.

(e) Village-levelestimatesof wood harvestare derivedfrom estimatedhousehold consumption, with the assumptionsthat all the wood consumedby the betta-holder
householdscomes only from the betta lands in the village, and that only these-householdsextractwood from the betta-lands.exceptin the caseof Malenalli village
(seeNote(a) above).Theerrorscousedby thesetwo assumptionsareconsideredto' be small and in oppositedirections.The low and highvillage-levelvaluescorrespond
to total woody biomassconsumptionlevels (fuelwood.+ other) of O.BOtIcapita/yr (0.65 + 0.15) and 1.15 tIcapita/yr (0.90 + 0.25) respectively;they assumethat all
householdscook with fuelwoodonly, and use traditional stoves.Theshading highlights caseswherewhich H > P.

structed on these two scales, i.e.; for sample betta-holder
households through direct monitoring of live wood cut,
and for each village's betta-holder population as a whole
using estimates of average household consumption, which
included live and dead wood (primarily as fuel). Accord-
ingly, the former was compared with net live wood pro-
duction, while the latter was compared with total wood
productioq (i.e., including woody litterfall and deadfall).
These two-level comparisons are presented in Table 3.

The results provide some interesting general insights.
Firstly, the mean estimates for net live wood production

in these "highly disturbed open forests" ranged from 1.2
tIha/yr to 3.7 tIha/yr. This range is much higher than the
values typically assumed in the literature, such as the 0.6
tIha/yr used by Reddy et al. [1986]. Moreover, total wood
production (not shown, but used in Table 3b) ranged from
1.6 to 5.4 tIha/yr. This highlights the importance of in-
cluding deadwood when estimating total sustainable fuel-
wood supply.

Secondly, the two-level comparisons indicate that over-
extraction is definitely not pervasive in these forest
landsB.This result contradicts conventional wisdom about
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SM-BETTA 359 12.6 37 I 0.9 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 1.0 NA

BK-DVH 555 23.8 92 2.2 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.1 2.1 NA

BK-LOP 371 13.3 48 1.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 1.3 1.7

I

NA

AP-AVH I 385 19.5 99 1.9 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.1 1.7' 2.5 0.8.

AP-GMH I 444 29.1 156 2.2 0.3 0.1 - 0.0 0.4 0.1 1.9 2.8 I 2.4

GK-GBHAT 495 34.4 201 3.6 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.1 3.2 4.3 I 1.7

TK-GGH 257 11.7 47 1.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.0

I

1.0 1.4

I

1.1

TK-RTH 510 14.6 51 1.5 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.1 1.6 2.0 0.6.

Table 3(b). Village-level comparisonof P & H

423
I I' 12 96 77 110

I

254 336

.... ISirsimakki 25 194 155 223 119 189

Mundagesara 42 327 262 376 I 228 348

K. Sarakuli 11 74 59 85 77 121

Tattikai 20 183 146 210 202' 318

I -

1.0

Malenalli 37 280 224. 322 726 973 0.4
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tfu=se forests {MacGregor 1894; Shyam Sunder' and
Reddy, 1986]. And it raises the possibility that similar

. wisdom elsewhere may ai'so be based upon some combi-
naxion of implicit notions of what a "good" forest is, im-
proper application 0: the P-H criterion, and a failure to
estimate the uncertainties associated with values derived

from typically scanty primary data.
Tairdly, the usefulness of the P-H balance criterion

ne:::ds to be reconsidered. The supposed advantage of this
crr~on is that it does not require temporal data or any
"benchmarks" (see Table 2). However, this case study
shows that generating reasonably certain estimates of pro- ,
ducrion and harvest for diverse, heavily utilized, and un-
der-stUdied tropical forests is difficult: witness the large
u~inties in the estimates in Table 3. Thus, obtaining
'm~ingful results wilI in most cases require vast multi-
yezr data collection efforts, constraining the criterion's us-
ability. Research may therefore have to focus on the
d~,::lopment of simple thumb rules, such as the number
of 5!:emsor branches or saplings to be left intact, or prun-
ing frequencies to be maintained, that may have broader
applicability. 8
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Notes

1. This paperhas beenadaptedfrom a presentationtitled "Sustainable use of
biomassresources:definitions,criteria,and application"madeat the BioResour-
ces '94 conferencein Bangalore in October 1994.The empirical researchcited
hereinwasconductedin affiliationwith the Energy& ResourcesGroup(Univer.;ity
of California.Berkeley)and the Centrefor EcologicalSciences(Indian Institute
of Science,Bangalore);financialsupport for it was providedby the Ford Foun-
dation, AmericanInstitutefor Indian Studies,U.S. Man & BiosphereProgram,
WWF-US.andto CESby the Ministryof Environment& Forests,Governmentof
India.Thewritingofthis paperwassupportedin partby agrant from the Hewlett
Foundationanda fellowshipfrom the BullardFundat HarvardUniver.;ity.

2. In fa::!. the debatein india beganas early as the late nineteenthcentury, when
the Britishcolonialiststook over the country's forests.

3. Thesechoicespertainnot only to the questionwhat is to be sustained,but also
for howlong, with whatcertainty,andat what costsdistributedin what manner.

4. SeeLele[1993, Chap.2] for a detaileddiscussion.
5. Indirecteffectsthro~h the removal of nutrientsareambiguousandtakemany

decadesto becomemanifest.
6. See Lele[1993: Chap.3] for details.

7. $oppinabettaforestsconstitutedbetween75% and 100% of the forests in six
ui the sevenvillagesstudied.The tree vegetation in all these lands is mixed
evergreenor moist deciduous,with varyingdensities.Villager.;extractwood, pri-
marilyfor fuel but alsofor fencingand housework. by pruningthe trees,cutting
saplings.collectingdeadwood,and on rare occasionsby felling whole trees.

8. Theplot-1evelcomparisonshowslittlepossibilityof harvestexceedingproduction
in 4 out of 5 plots. anda harvestvalue aroundthe mid.valuefor production in
the 5th pial Attheviliagelevel,undergenerousassumptionsofwoodconsump-
tion levels(-1 Ucapita!yr),and assumingthat this value was the same for all
villages.2 villagesoutof 7 showeda distinct possibilityat over-harvest.However,
questionnairedata indicatedthat the actualaverageconsumptionin these two
villagesis in factlowerthanthatin theothervillages.-
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1. Introduction
The results of the tests conducted on an open core gasifier
system rated for 100 kWe are presented here. These re-
sults are the outcome of collaborative testing between the
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India, Dasag, Swit-
zerland, and ETH, Switzerland. The gasifier system de-
veloped at the Indian Institute of Science was tested to .

determine the gas quality and consistency in its operation
for a possible deployment of this technology on gasifiers

. in European countries.
The gasifier system consists of an open core reactor, a

cooling and a filtering system along with a blower and a
burner. The details of the configuration of the system are
described in Mukunda et al. [1994]. The tests conducted
were in the thermal mode, i.e., after cooling and cleaning
the gas, the gases were flared. The main objectives' of the
tests were to determine the gas composition, and tar and
particulate levels at the hot and cold ends at various loads.
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